For over forty years, Bolchazy-Carducci Publishers has worked to make the classics more accessible. With LUMINA, our new online interactive content, learners now have another way to practice and master the Latin language. LUMINA is now available for the time-tested self-teaching program Artes Latinae (p. 3) and as a supplement to Latin for the New Millennium, Levels 1 and 2 (p. 5).

New and forthcoming titles have an interdisciplinary focus that will appeal to diverse interests. The Latin of Science provides a historical survey of influential scientific texts written in Latin (back cover). A forthcoming companion volume contains English translations and additional scientific background for each selection. The entertaining and expansive quotation reference They Said It First pairs ancient Greek and Latin sayings with their modern counterparts (p. 3). Two forthcoming Greek texts empower beginning students to read and appreciate authentic Greek—Reading the Gospel of St. John in Greek: A Beginning (p. 3) and An Introduction to Greek Inscriptions (p. 22). A facsimile edition of William Sanders Scarborough’s First Lessons in Greek (1881) makes available once again a groundbreaking textbook written by a nineteenth-century African American classicist and education innovator (p. 22).
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**New and Forthcoming Titles**

**LUMINA for Artes Latinae**

For those intending to learn or review Latin on their own, at their own pace, *Artes Latinae* has long provided all the tools necessary to achieve a firm grasp of the language. Now, the self-teaching Latin course is available as a fully interactive online program, LUMINA for *Artes Latinae*. Students receive immediate feedback while progressing through audio- and image-enhanced frames—anytime, anywhere, on an internet-enabled device. This course is a great option for independent study or mixed-level classes, adding flexibility to any Latin program and offering solutions to schools that would like to accommodate overload elementary Latin sections.

Each level of LUMINA for *Artes Latinae* is equal to one year of high school Latin study. Students who have completed Levels 1 and 2 are ready for Latin reading courses. *Artes Latinae* employs an innovative and effective mix of pedagogies—including a focus on helping students “learn how to learn”—thereby ensuring a smooth transition to traditional teacher-led classes.

**Features**
- Learn Latin in a Moodle Classroom
- Access all *Artes Latinae* resources online
- Receive immediate feedback within a programmed learning framework
- Track progress via a linked gradebook

Contact lumina@bolchazy.com to request a free six-unit demo of LUMINA: *Artes Latinae*.

**They Said It First**

*The Wisdom of the Ancient Greeks and Romans*

Kenneth F. Kitchell, Jr.


In this unique twist on quotation collections, ancient Greek and Roman sayings, alongside English translations, are paired with their more modern counterparts. Both an excellent reference and an entertaining read, this text offers a diverse array of sources with select commentary. Quotes are arranged thematically, so finding the perfect saying to suit any occasion is simple and straightforward. Precise citation locations for each quote ensure that curious readers are able to directly consult the source material.

**The Gospel of John—Made Accessible to All**

*Reading the Gospel of St. John in Greek: A Beginning*

Norbert H. O. Duckwitz


*Reading the Gospel of St. John in Greek: A Beginning*, originally published by Caratzas (2002), empowers students at all levels to read and appreciate the Gospel of St. John and biblical Greek as a whole. The combination of text, vocabulary, and grammatical notes on one page enhances the reading experience for both practiced and beginning readers of Greek.

**Coming Soon: Latin and Greek Novellas**

Look for the introduction of a new series of Latin novellas in 2020! These easy readers will touch on a wide range of ancient topics, from augury to Roman theater and beyond. Written using limited, high-frequency vocabulary, these books will engage and delight novice and intermediate Latin students with their comprehensible stories.

The first two titles in a set of four Greek novellas will also be available soon.
By Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg

Learn the Latin Language by Exploring Latin Literature

Latin for the New Millennium

Fusing the traditional grammar approach with the reading method, *Latin for the New Millennium* celebrates and includes the other three-fourths of our Latin legacy—it's full continuum into the Renaissance and the modern age.

Latin readings in **Level 1** introduce ancient Roman literature, from the playwright Plautus to the philosopher Boethius. Students also encounter Caesar, Catullus, Cicero, Horace, Ovid, Pliny, and Vergil.

Latin readings in **Level 2** have students traversing Europe as they read Latin authors of the Middle Ages and Renaissance—from Bede and Britain to Copernicus and heliocentrism—and sailing the Atlantic as they read from Sepúlveda’s account of Columbus’s journey. Each chapter of Level 2 keeps students firmly planted in classical Latin with an unadapted reading from Nepos’s *Life of Atticus*.

Latin readings in **Level 3** offer students an in-depth experience of six classical authors and select writings from the Renaissance. See p. 6 for more details.

Features of *Latin for the New Millennium*, Levels 1 and 2:

- A literary vocabulary geared to that found in classical Latin
- Conversational exercises that introduce everyday expressions
- Latin readings that stimulate discussion of significant concepts
- Essays on classical mythology, daily life, and cultural topics that relate to the Latin readings
- Essays written by university scholars that connect the ancient and post-antique world to the modern
- Derivatives exercise in every chapter

Teacher’s Manuals provide translations for Latin passages and answers to exercises as well as optional aural-oral activities, Teaching Tips, and comprehension questions for the English background essays in each Unit Review. **New background notes on derivatives** support the richer focus on English derivatives study in the student texts and workbooks.

---

**Prereading information introduces students to the Latin author and places the author within a cultural and historical context.**

**READING VOCABULARY** always faces the Latin passage.

* indicates a **VOCABULARY TO LEARN** word

**English COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS** immediately follow the vocabulary list. They serve as a ready check on students’ grasp of the Latin reading.

Full-color images enrich the readings and provide instruction through informative captions.
**New Interactive Content**

**Lumina for Latin for the New Millennium**

Lumina for Latin for the New Millennium is an online interactive program offering teachers and students a multitude of practice exercises and review materials. Guided Language Fact sections provide immediate feedback to facilitate students’ preview or review of a chapter. Mouse-over vocabulary lists allow a new format for vocabulary mastery. Infinitely replayable crossword puzzles engage students in derivative work. Automatically graded quizzes free up student-teacher interaction time for translation, oral/aural work, discussion, and other learning.

Classroom and individual pricing available.

**For Students**

- Review Language Facts and receive immediate feedback through a variety of exercises: drag-and-drop matching, sorting tasks, multiple choice questions, and fill-in-the-blank sentences
- Listen to audio recordings of Latin readings
- Study and practice Latin vocabulary in new formats
- Make connections between Latin and English through derivative work
- Engage with LNM’s Latin readings and language topics in greater depth

**For Instructors**

- Quiz in various formats and select from multiple scoring settings
- Integrate scores using your school’s Learning Management Software or export scores to Excel for easy grading
- Receive new features as they are added

Lumina has been invaluable in the classroom. It allows students to revisit concepts that they are struggling with in ways that they could not with written work. It also makes grading a breeze! I am able to spend more time coming up with fun activities because of Lumina.

–Shannon Dickey, Opelika High School, Opelika, Alabama

**Lumina and the New Latin Classroom**

As we begin the third decade of the new millennium, implementing innovative Latin pedagogies has become more important than ever. With technology a central feature in almost all aspects of life—including the classroom—harnessing digital learning to increase student engagement is essential. Enter Lumina for Latin for the New Millennium.

Because Lumina empowers students to be responsible for their learning, it is ideal for many classroom settings, including blended learning environments and flipped classrooms. The immediate feedback that the program provides to students ensures that they can easily self-assess, while also presenting teachers with frequent snapshots of student understanding. At a glance, teachers can check whether students have accessed and completed their activities, encouraging student accountability.

Each chapter in Lumina for LNM begins with a Practice Exercises page, which contains exercises that reinforce key concepts for each section of the LNM chapter. The Practice Exercises promote student independence with clearly stated objectives and references to relevant textbook pages. Many activities on this page do not allow students to enter incorrect answers; thus, students do not internalize faulty paradigms or improper syntax. Other questions offer detailed feedback for incorrect answers, giving students another opportunity to review fundamentals. Drag-and-drop, matching, and crossword activities are replayable and allow for repeat practice—an essential study habit.

**Additional Exercises** supplement the Practice Exercises and correspond to each chapter’s reading, vocabulary to learn, and Language Facts. These activities continue to offer immediate feedback, but less scaffolding is provided than in the Practice Exercises. Depending on which score settings the teacher selects, these exercises can serve as quizzes or quick progress checks. The Additional Exercises also offer a simple way for teachers to differentiate lessons. While those students who have already demonstrated mastery of certain topics might complete longer translation or composition assignments, those who need more practice can work toward mastery with the Additional Exercises.

Using Lumina, teachers can ask students to review a chapter on their own, confident that students have completed and understood the assignment. In-class time can then be reserved for activities that require more teacher guidance. For example, teachers can ask students to read a chapter reading at home and answer the associated Lumina comprehension questions. In class, students might translate the reading, perform the reading as a play, or rewrite the reading from a different perspective. Lumina opens a world of new possibilities for in-class time.

Bolchazy-Carducci recognizes that every teacher, every classroom, every student has different needs. Lumina for LNM is exceedingly adaptable and offers the instructional flexibility that has become so crucial in today’s world.

To learn more, contact lumina@bolchazy.com or see the Lumina product page at www.BOLCHAZY.com.
Latin for the New Millennium
Student Text, Level 3
Helena Dettmer and LeaAnn A. Osburn, eds.
xvi + 623 pp., 82 illustrations & 4 maps (2012) 7 ¾" x 10" Hardbound
ISBN 978-0-86516-760-5 • $75.00

Latin for the New Millennium, Level 3, provides students an in-depth experience of Caesar, Catullus, Cicero, Horace, Ovid, and Vergil as well as of the Renaissance writer Erasmus. Whether you use LNM 1 and 2 or another introductory text, LNM 3 is an exciting way to introduce your students to authentic Latin. Each chapter introduces a major author and representative selections from his corpus, reviews important grammatical concepts, and provides exercises that complement students’ reading or translation work. LNM 3 provides the context for these Latin works through historical overview essays and a comprehensive essay on each author.

Features
• historical overview essays: “The Last Century of the Roman Republic,” “Augustus and the Principate,” and “Why Post-antique Latin”
• initial reading for each author with transitional aids to ease students’ adjustment to the author’s style
• English comprehension questions following each Latin reading—some require citing Latin from the text
• first exercise, for each Latin reading, that addresses recognition of grammar and syntax found in the passage
• grammar and syntax review sections with additional exercises
• LANGUAGE FACTS drawn from the LNM 3 readings that introduce grammar and syntax commonly encountered in Latin 3
• notes and exercises that introduce students to literary analysis
• essay and scansion questions
• Latin VOCABULARY BUILDING lessons
• student-friendly STUDY TIPS, BY THE WAYS, REMINDERS, and TAKE NOTES
• BY THE WAYS, for the first occurrence of a figure of speech, that provide a definition and an explanation of its effect
• appendix on meters and on figures of speech/literary terms
• appendix on grammatical forms, paradigms, and syntax and one for supplementary grammar, morphology, and syntax
• BY THE WAYS, for the first occurrence of a Latin work
• Unadapted Latin from Caesar, Catullus, Cicero, Horace, Ovid, and Vergil as well as to the baroque-era poets Lieven De Meyere and Mathias Casimir Sarbiewski. Ample notes and vocabulary assist students reading unadapted Latin passages. Incorporate this reader near the end of your grammar lessons to accustom students to reading a variety of authors and genres, or use it as an enrichment text for Latin 3. Complements any Latin series.

Features
• Unadapted Latin from Caesar, Catullus, Cicero, Horace, Ovid, Vergil, and the baroque-era poets Lieven De Meyere and Mathias Casimir Sarbiewski (138 lines of prose, 298 of poetry for a total of 436 lines)
• Same-page notes and vocabulary
• Appendices on Meter and Rhetorical Terms
• Latin–English Glossary

Mythology and History Enrichment Texts

The Original Dysfunctional Family
Basic Classical Mythology for the New Millennium
Rose Williams

This very accessible introduction to the key stories of the twelve Olympians as well as of Demeter and Dionysus serves as an enrichment text for Latin for the New Millennium, Level 1, or any Latin class. Features genealogical charts of the Olympians and their offspring.

The Clay-footed SuperHeroes
Mythology Tales for the New Millennium
Rose Williams
x + 70 pp., 14 illustrations & 2 maps (2009) 6” x 9” Paperback, ISBN 978-0-86516-719-3 • $12.00

The Clay-footed SuperHeroes provides an accessible introduction to the heroes of classical mythology and serves as an enrichment text for Latin for the New Millennium, Level 2, or any beginning Latin text.

From Romulus to Romulus Augustulus
Roman History for the New Millennium
Rose Williams

This introduction to Roman history serves as an enrichment text for Latin for the New Millennium, Level 1, or any beginning Latin text. Features a timeline from Rome’s founding to Theodoric.

From Rome to Reformation
Early European History for the New Millennium
Rose Williams

This brief yet comprehensive overview of the interconnecting historical events, literary figures, and intellectual developments in European history and its Latin literature serves as an enrichment text for Latin for the New Millennium, Level 2, or other texts that include post-antique Latin. Features a timeline of European history from the 5th to 18th centuries CE.
**Student Text, Level 1, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
xxxvi + 456 pp., 105 illustrations & 3 maps (2017) 7¾” x 10” Hardbound  
ISBN 978-0-86516-807-7 • $75.00

**Teacher’s Manual, Level 1, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
xxviii + 480 pp. (2017) 7¾” x 10” Spiral-bound  
ISBN 978-0-86516-809-1 • $59.00

**Workbook, Level 1, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
vii + 165 pp., 48 illustrations (2017) 8½” x 11” Paperback  
ISBN 978-0-86516-808-4 • $22.00

**Student Workbook Teacher’s Manual, Level 1, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
vii + 165 pp. (2017) 8½” x 11” Paperback  
ISBN 978-0-86516-810-7 • $22.00

**Student Text, Level 2, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
xxx + 579 pp., 207 illustrations & 3 maps (2017) 7¾” x 10” Hardbound  
ISBN 978-0-86516-811-4 • $75.00

**Teacher’s Manual, Level 2, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
xxxiii + 490 pp. (2017) 7¾” x 10” Spiral-bound  
ISBN 978-0-86516-813-8 • $59.00

**Workbook, Level 2, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
vii + 137 pp., 34 illustrations (2017) 8½” x 11” Paperback  
ISBN 978-0-86516-812-1 • $22.00

**Student Workbook Teacher’s Manual, Level 2, Second Edition**
Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg  
viii + 137 pp. (2017) 8½” x 11” Paperback  
ISBN 978-0-86516-814-5 • $22.00

**College Exercise Book**
Milena Minkova  
xiii + 241 pp. (2012) 6” x 9” Paperback  
ISBN 978-0-86516-781-0 • $29.00

**Student Text, Level 3**
Helena Dettmer and LeaAnn A. Osburn  
xxxvi + 623 pp., 72 illustrations & 6 maps (2012) 7¾” x 10” Hardbound  
ISBN 978-0-86516-760-5 • $75.00

**Teacher’s Manual, Level 3**
Helena Dettmer and LeaAnn A. Osburn  
Ixxviii + 450 pp. (2013) 6” x 9” Spiral-bound  
ISBN 978-0-86516-761-2 • $49.00

**Latin 3: Select Latin Enrichment Readings**
Helena Dettmer and LeaAnn A. Osburn  
xv + 160 pp., 12 illustrations & 1 map (2013) 6” x 9” Paperback  
ISBN 978-0-86516-797-1 • $14.00

---

**LUMINA**
Latin for the New Millennium is an online interactive program offering teachers and students a multitude of practice exercises and review materials. See p. 5 for more information on LUMINA features.

**LNM eBooks**
Latin for the New Millennium, Levels 1, 2, and 3 are available as eBooks. See our website for more information on eBook features and platforms.

**For Instructors**
- A Dedicated Online Teacher Resource Network, the “Teachers’ Lounge”: LNM instructors can exchange teaching materials, post multimedia files, and dialogue with one another.
- MP3 Audio Recordings of the chapter Latin readings (21 in LNM Level 1 and 15 in LNM Level 2) and four podcast recordings of the “Talking” sections are available in the Teachers’ Lounge for download.
- Pre-Built Question Banks: Nearly 2,000 FREE test questions for LNM 1 & 2 await download, formatted for instant upload into Quia.com or available as .doc files, both with and without answers. For LNM 3, over 450 questions are available for download as a word doc.
- Reproducible Maps and Worksheets: FREE reproducible maps and worksheets in PDF format. Print them out or project them on an interactive whiteboard.
- PDF eManuals: Instructors who have purchased the LNM Teacher’s Manual have access to an electronic version.

**For Students**
- Flash cards for handheld devices (iPods, smart phones, cell phones): Vocabulary review anywhere, anytime: Digital flash cards for LNM Levels 1 and 2, organized by chapter. Cards include definitions, grammatical details, and page citation of first appearance in LNM.
- MP3 Audio: Purchase and download the collected MP3 recordings of all of the Latin readings from Levels 1 and 2. These are embedded in the eBook editions.
- Links Latinae at LNM.BOLCHAZY.com provide links to useful electronic resources.

For more LNM information • Series FAQs • Quia Questions  
Free Webinars • “Why Post-Antique Latin?”  
Visit Latin for the New Millennium Online  
www.LNM.BOLCHAZY.com
Beginning Latin Readers

Children’s Lit Translations

Suitable for the young and young at heart, these Latin translations of popular children’s literature offer a fun complement to traditional texts in introductory Latin courses. Familiar illustrated stories engage readers and aid beginning students’ comprehension.


Learn to count animals in Latin.


Learn the Latin for favorite kids’ foods.


Learn the Latin words for family members.


Learn the Latin words for a full range of colors.

Complete set of four books ISBN 978-0-86516-821-3 • $33.00

In 2020, look out for the debut titles in a new series of Latin novellas! Focusing on a range of topics related to antiquity, these readers will feature limited, high-frequency vocabulary and copious illustrations, helping novice and intermediate students read and comprehend Latin with ease.

I Am Reading Latin Series

With these books, a child can start learning Latin as early as age four. Features include pronunciation guide, vocabulary with derivatives, notes on the value of Latin, original artwork, and an English translation.

Octavus Octopus Octavus the Octopus Rose Williams iv + 28 pp., 20 original drawings (2008) 5½” x 8½” Paperback ISBN 978-0-86516-698-1 • $10.00

A little octopus learns that far-away places may not be as good as home.

I Am Reading Latin Stories

These beginning readers, suitable for young children, each feature a Latin story with original artwork, questions in Latin, pronunciation guide, notes, vocabulary with derivatives, and translation.


A bull learns that size is not everything and that small folk can help their friends.


A young rhinoceros learns that sometimes one must wait.

Complete set of four books ISBN 978-0-86516-703-2 • $33.00

This graded Latin reader (887 lines) has twenty lively and discussion-rich stories from Greek and Roman mythology—from the rise of the gods to the prelude to the Trojan War. It is designed for use after one year of high school Latin. Each story has an introduction in English and citation for the ancient sources of the myths.

Civis Romanus is a graded beginning Latin reader. The memorable stories that grew from the civilization of ancient Rome are the basis of the Latin passages in this unique reader. Students read about actual people and events while honing their Latin grammatical and syntactical skills and increasing their Latin vocabulary.

Enchant your students with Ten Fairy Tales in Latin. These popular fairy tales (676 lines) are presented as a script for reading aloud and performing. Each tale concludes with both a traditional ending and a “twisted ending”—an unexpected alternative conclusion to the story. A puzzle or activity accompanies each tale. Optional Grammar Notes and Grammar Exercises for each tale review such grammatical concepts as purpose clauses and the hortatory subjunctive.

Ideally suited for second-year Latin students, Personae Comicae is also excellent for dramatic readings or classroom staging. Each play is introduced by an explanatory rubric in Latin and Plautine lines or paraphrases appear in the text, often in simplified versions. Intended for rapid reading, this book contains eight short classroom plays of two to four pages each, along with notes and vocabulary.
LEGAMUS Transitional Readers are innovative texts that form a bridge between the initial study of Latin via basal textbooks and the reading of authentic author texts by easing the transition into the challenges of unadapted Latin. These readers offer comprehensive support: both adapted and unadapted Latin passages, facing-page vocabulary notes, visual aids that help the student see linguistic patterns, background essays on the author, grammatical appendix, poetic techniques and scansion appendices, and Latin-to-English glossary.

Catullus

A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader

Sean Smith and Kenneth F. Kitchell, Jr.; Teacher’s Guide by Sean Smith

Student Text: xxx + 162 pp., 3 illustrations & 1 map (2006) 8½” x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-634-9 • $31.00

This reader contains some of Catullus’s best-known poems, including his dedication to Cornelius Nepos, several Lesbia poems, and his farewell to his brother. This reader assists students in reading, understanding, and appreciating Catullus’s poems.

Selections include eighteen significant Carmina: Poems 1, 5, 7, 8, 11.15–24, 13, 43, 50, 51, 64.1–15, 65.1–24, 70, 72, 83, 85, 86, 87, and 101 for a total of 194 lines.

Caesar

A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader

Rose Williams and Hans-Friedrich Mueller


Caesar: A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader serves as a comprehensive introduction to Julius Caesar and his writings. This text is an ideal component for a Pre-AP® Latin Vertical Teams curriculum.


Cicero

A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader

Mark Haynes and Judith L. Sebesta

Student Text: xxxi + 226 pp., 17 illustrations & 4 maps (2010) 8½” x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-656-1 • $31.00

This reader provides selections from Cicero’s Pro Archia that introduce the poet Archias and explain the importance of literature, poets, and the liberal arts.

Contains 103 lines from Cicero’s Pro Archia. Selections include 1–3, 4.2–4, 5.1–6, 6.1–3, 7.1–3, 12, 13.1, 14.1–3, 18.4–5, 19, 23, 24.1–3, 28, 29, 31.

Teacher’s Guides provide
• Translations of each Latin passage
• Answers to all grammar and vocabulary exercises
• Range of possible answers for analysis questions from the straightforward to more scholarly discussion points

NB: All directions, questions, and exercises are reprinted from the student text and then followed by the answers in the Teacher’s Guide.

Horace

A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader

Ronnie Ancona and David J. Murphy; Teacher’s Guide by David J. Murphy

Student Text: xxiv + 189 pp., 9 illustrations & 2 maps (2008) 8½” x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-676-9 • $31.00

After finishing Horace: A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader, which contains some of Horace’s most significant odes and satires, students will be prepared to undertake a more complete study of Horace.

This reader contains 203 lines of Latin selections from Horace: Satire I.4, 103–126; I.6, 70–92; Odes 1.5; 1.23; 1.11; 3.9; 2.10; 1.37; 1.9; 3.30.

Ovid

A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader

Caroline Perkins and Denise Davis-Henry

Student Text: xxvi + 132 pp., 12 illustrations & 1 map (2008) 8½” x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-604-2 • $31.00


Vergil

A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader

Thomas J. Sienkewicz and LeaAnn A. Osburn


Selections from the Aeneid, Books I, II, and IV, are made accessible to students moving from elementary or intermediate Latin into reading the authentic Latin of Vergil. An excellent choice for a Pre-AP® Latin Vertical Teams curriculum.

The Latin Literature Workbook Series is a teacher’s dream—providing all the activities and exercises needed to reinforce the careful reading of classical authors in the original. The workbooks include the same significant Latin selections as the corresponding textbooks on pp. 12 and 15. Sets of exercises engage students with the text and lead them to a heightened understanding of the literary, thematic, poetic, and rhetorical accomplishments of the work: short answer (comprehension, identification, etc.) questions • multiple choice questions • translation • short analysis questions • essays • scanion.

A comprehensive Teacher’s Manual accompanies each Workbook. Each Teacher’s Manual includes the complete student text followed by a complete set of translations, answers, suggested points for essays, and sample student essays.


Features

• Preparatory questions following each Latin passage help students work through Caesar’s grammar and syntax
• Practice essay questions require analysis of a Latin passage based on textual documentation
• Short analysis questions require interpretation of Latin passages and probe students’ understanding of Caesar’s subtle style


Features

• Multiple choice questions on grammar, syntax, figures of speech, content of the passage, etc.
• Questions on translation for each passage similar to what students will encounter on the AP® Latin Examination
• Short answer analysis questions
• Short and long essay questions
• Three exercises that develop strategies for reading “sight” passages
• Nine additional “sight” passages with multiple choice questions for each

For additional textbooks and resources for the AP® Latin curriculum, see pp. 12–14

A Catullus Workbook

Helena Dettmer and LeaAnn A. Osburn

Student Text: xii + 244 pp. (2006) 8 ½ x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-643-1 • $31.00

ISBN 978-0-86516-649-7 • $31.00


A Cicero Workbook

Jane W. Crawford and Judith A. Hayes with a Vocabulary by Steven M. Cerutti, Patsy Rodden Ricks, and Shelia K. Dickison

Student Text: x + 238 pp. (2007) 8 ½ x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-649-7 • $31.00

ISBN 978-0-86516-649-7 • $31.00

This workbook is designed to accompany Cicero: Pro Archia Poeta Oratio and Cicero: De Amicitia Selections (see p. 15). A Cicero Workbook contains the full text of Cicero’s Pro Archia Poeta Oratio.

A Horace Workbook

David J. Murphy and Ronnie Ancona

Student Text: xii + 204 pp. (2005) 8 ½ x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-574-8 • $31.00

Teacher’s Manual: xvi + 244 pp. (2006) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-649-7 • $31.00

This workbook accompanies Horace: Selected Odes and Satire 1.9, 2nd Edition Revised (see p. 15). A Horace Workbook contains Odes 1.1, 5, 9, 11, 13, 22, 23, 24, 25, 37, 38; 2.3, 7, 10, 14; 3.1, 9, 13, 30; Satire 1.9.

An Ovid Workbook

Charbra Adams Jestin and Phyllis B. Katz

Student Text: x + 166 pp. (2006) 8 ½ x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-625-7 • $31.00

ISBN 978-0-86516-626-4 • $31.00

All of the Latin selections in this workbook can be found with notes and vocabulary in Ovid: Amores, Metamorphoses Selections, 3rd Edition (see p. 15). This workbook contains Metamorphoses 1.452–567; 4.55–166; 8.183–235, 616–724; 10.238–297; Amores 1.1, 3, 9, 11, 12; 3.15.
Caesar
Selections from his COMMENTARII DE BELLO GALlico
Hans-Friedrich Mueller

Student Text: xlii + 372 pp., 19 illustrations & 8 maps (2012) 6” x 9”
Paperback, ISBN 978-0-86516-752-0 • $43.00
Hardbound, ISBN 978-0-86516-778-0 • $50.00

This text, designed for high school courses, includes all the Latin and English selections from Caesar’s De Bello Gallico required for the AP® Latin Curriculum. The Latin passages follow the Pharr format with same-page vocabulary and notes.

Features:
- Historical Context
- Caesar as General
- Caesar as Politician
- Caesar as Writer
- Annotated English passages required for AP® Latin syllabus: Books 1, 6, 7 • De Bello Gallico unadapted Latin passages: Book 1.1–7; Book 4.24–35 and the first sentence of Chapter 36; Book 5.24–48; Book 6.13–20
- Introductory notes for each section • Latin text accompanied by notes (grammatical, syntactical, literary, historical, contextual) • Maps and illustrations • Latin–English glossary • Pullout high frequency vocabulary • Figures of speech appendix • Online grammatical appendix.

Teacher’s Guide features:
- Introduction • Literal translation • Questions for discussion and analysis • Large-print Latin text for classroom projection • AP® Connections: Questions keyed to Latin passages in De Bello Gallico that link Caesar and Vergil.

Vergil’s Aeneid
Selected Readings from Books 1, 2, 4, and 6
Barbara Weiden Boyd

Student Text: xxxiv + 164 pp., 7 illustrations & 1 map (2012) 6” x 9”
Paperback, ISBN 978-0-86516-764-3 • $43.00
Hardbound, ISBN 978-0-86516-765-0 • $50.00

This text, designed for high school courses, includes all the required Latin selections from Vergil’s Aeneid for the AP® Latin Curriculum. The Latin passages follow the Pharr format with same-page vocabulary and notes.

Features:

Teacher’s Guide features:
- Introduction • Literal translation • Questions for discussion and analysis • Large-print Latin text for classroom projection.

Vergil’s Aeneid
Hero • War • Humanity
Translated by G. B. Cobbold

xviii + 366 pp., 90 illustrations & 1 map (2005) 5” x 7¾” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-596-0 • $15.00

The College Board requires a reading of Vergil’s Aeneid in English for the AP® Latin syllabus. This rendition reads like a novel but has the vividness of poetic language, with student-friendly reader aids complete with indices and questions.

Vergil’s Aeneid
Books I–VI
Clyde Pharr

xvii + 518 pp., 24 illustrations & 1 map (1964, reprint 1998) 6” x 9”
Paperback, ISBN 978-0-86516-421-5 • $44.00
Hardbound, ISBN 978-0-86516-433-8 • $59.00

Heralded since its first publication in 1964, Pharr’s Vergil’s AENEID, Books I–VI (4,755 lines) has shepherded countless students through this masterpiece of poetry. This text includes all Latin readings required for the Vergil portion of the AP® Latin Curriculum.
Vergil’s Aeneid Expanded Collection
Barbara Weiden Boyd
Student Text: xli + 449 pp. 23 illustrations & 1 map (2013) 6" x 9"
Paperback, ISBN 978-0-86516-789-6 • $31.00
ISBN 978-0-86516-790-2 • $22.00

This well-annotated Latin text (2,596 lines) makes the perfect introduction to Vergil’s Aeneid. This text includes all Latin readings required for the Vergil portion of the AP® Latin Curriculum. Additional readings not required for the AP® Latin curriculum can be used for sight work.


Caesar and Vergil Vocabulary Cards
Dennis De Young and David R. Pellegrino

All vocabulary appearing five or more times in Vergil and Caesar AP® Latin selections is included in these 501 cards. Cards come on high-quality precut card stock. Prepunched holes and a ring make these study aids easy to take anywhere.

A Glossary of Terms in Grammar, Rhetoric, and Prosody for Readers of Greek and Latin
A Vade Mecum
Richard Upsher Smith, Jr.
ix + 140 pp. (2011) 6" x 9" Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-759-9 • $19.00

This glossary explains grammatical, rhetorical, and prosodical terms that advanced Latin students, including those preparing for the AP® Latin Examination, commonly encounter. While English grammar is the focus, the book explains links with Greek and Latin grammar. The text defines some Greek and Latin constructions that do not occur in English. Examples are drawn from Greek, Latin, and English masterpieces.

A Caesar Workbook and A Vergil Workbook, 2nd Edition offer sets of exercises geared to the AP® Latin exam. See p. 11 for more details about these and other workbooks in the Latin Literature Workbook Series.
Poet and Artist
Imaging the Aeneid
David Califf and Henry V. Bender
xvi + 88 pp., 31 illustrations (2004) 8½” x 11” Paperback + CD-ROM
ISBN 978-0-86516-585-4 • $29.00

Poet and Artist is a winning combination of a CD that features the Ogilby plates, included in John Dryden’s translation of the Aeneid, and a student edition of selected lines of the epic, complete with questions about Vergil’s Latin masterpiece. Perfect for helping students increase their visual literacy and reflect more critically upon the text!

Vergil’s Aeneid
Books I & II, A Structural Approach
Waldo E. Sweet
x + 162 pp. (reprint 1983) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-023-1 • $39.00

A simple Latin paraphrase faces the original Latin text to aid comprehension. Notes in easy Latin, from Servius and others, offer full immersion and fuller explanation.

Vergil for Beginners
Rose Williams
Student Text: xii + 96 pp. (2006) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-625-8 • $24.00
ISBN 978-0-86516-629-5 • $19.00

This ancillary text is an ideal introduction to Vergil for first-year high school Latin students. It presents six short selections from Vergil’s Aeneid, each accompanied by grammar exercises and vocabulary aids.

Res Gestae Divi Augusti
Rex E. Wallace
xxii + 80 pp., 12 illustrations, & 3 maps (2000, on demand 2007) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-455-0 • $25.00

The Res Gestae reveals as much about Augustus and his accomplishments through what it omits as what it contains. The straightforward Latin of the Res Gestae serves as excellent background for AP® Latin. Use it as a bridge to Caesar or from Caesar to Vergil.

Caesar’s War in Alexandria
Bellum Civile III.102–112 & Bellum Alexandrinum 1–33
Gavin Townend
vi + 66 pp. (1988) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-219-8 • $25.00

Caesar’s campaign in Egypt was a self-contained episode in the career of Rome’s greatest general. This book includes an informative introduction to Caesar’s career, the war in Alexandria, and the style of Caesar and Hirtius, who is believed to have completed Caesar’s writing on the subject. Insightful commentary and extensive vocabulary are also included.

Julius Caesar
Master of Surprise
Rose Williams
x + 100 pp., 10 illustrations & 2 maps (2013) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-800-8 • $12.00

This engaging read presents a student-friendly overview of the life and accomplishments of Julius Caesar with emphasis on his family background and early life. The biography is based not only on the traditional sources—Suetonius and Plutarch—but also on the private correspondence and observation of Caesar’s contemporaries, both friends and enemies.

The Labors of Aeneas
Rose Williams
vi + 108 pp., 31 illustrations (2003) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-556-4 • $18.00

The story of the Aeneid is retold in a light-hearted and understandable manner with humorous insights and asides. The Labors of Aeneas provides an accessible introduction to or review of the Aeneid. This book may be used in conjunction with the Latin text of Vergil’s Aeneid.

See p. 10 for the Caesar and Vergil LEGAMUS Transitional Readers, ideal for introducing elementary or intermediate students to these authors as part of a Pre-AP® Latin Vertical Teams approach.

Advanced Placement® and AP® are trademarks registered and/or owned by the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product.
Intermediate and Advanced Latin

**Annotated Collection—New Selections Added to B-C Favorites**

Read Catullus, Cicero, Horace, and Ovid with these well-annotated texts designed for intermediate to advanced students. With same-page notes and vocabulary, introductory essays on each author and work, full glossaries, and helpful appendices, reading unadapted Latin has never been more rewarding.

### Cicero

**Pro Archia Poeta Oratio**

*3rd Edition*

Steven M. Cerutti

Teacher’s Guide by Linda A. Fabrizio


*Teacher’s Guide: xii + 152 pp. (2014) 6”x9” Paperback ISBN 978-0-86516-806-0 • $20.00*

Suitable for use in intermediate courses, this text contains the entire, unadapted Latin (397 lines) of the oration with a facing-page vocabulary and same-page commentary. A new appendix features eight selections from Quintilian’s *Institutio Oratoria.*

### Horace

**Selected Odes and Satires 1.9**

*2nd Edition Revised*

Ronnie Ancona


Featuring the latest in Horatian scholarship with line-by-line notes and vocabulary, this reader (533 lines) includes Odes 1.1, 5, 9, 11, 13, 22, 23, 24, 25, 37, 38; 2.3, 7, 10, 14; 3.1, 9, 13, 30; and Satire 1.9.

### Writing Passion

**A Catullus Reader, 2nd Edition**

Ronnie Ancona

*Student Text: xl + 264 pp., 2 illustrations & 4 maps (2013) 6”x9” Paperback ISBN 978-0-86516-786-5 • $29.00


Writing Passion now features four additional poems, which expand the elegiac selections about Lesbia. The bibliography, notes, and introductions have been updated. Includes (827 lines) Catullus 1–5, 7–8, 10–14a, 22, 30–31, 35–36, 40, 43–46, 49–51, 60, 64 (lines 50–253), 65, 68 (lines 1–40), 69–70, 72, 75–77, 83–87, 92, 96, 101, 107, 109, and 116.

### Writing Passion Plus

**A Catullus Reader Supplement**

Ronnie Ancona

*ix + 22 pp. (2013) 6”x9” Paperback ISBN 978-0-86516-788-9 • $5.00*

For those who want a little more spice in their Catullus, Writing Passion Plus: A Catullus Reader Supplement provides poems 6, 16, 32, and 57 with introductions and same-page notes and vocabulary. The mature themes reveal the salacious nature of some of Catullus’s poems.

### Ovid

**Amores, Metamorphoses Selections**

*3rd Edition*

Phyllis B. Katz and Charbra Adams Jestin

*Student Text: xxx + 212 pp., 6 maps (2013) 6”x9” Paperback ISBN 978-0-86516-784-1 • $29.00


This bestseller now features 277 more lines of Ovid! The updated edition includes (907 lines) *Amores* I.1, I.3, I.9, I.11, I.12, III.12, and III.15; *Metamorphoses* I.1–88 (Creation), I.452–567 (Apollo and Daphne), IV.55–166 (Pyramus and Thisbe), VIII.183–235 (Daedalus and Icarus), VIII.616–723 (Philemon and Baulis), X.1–85 (Orpheus), and X.238–297 (Pygmalion).

**See p. 11 for the Latin Literature Workbook Series, which provides activities and exercises to reinforce careful reading of these authors.**
This annotated edition of Book 1 of Apuleius’s
ISBN 978-0-86516-484-0 • $22.00
xx + 105 pp. (2000) 6” x 9” Paperback
Apuleius
This reader contains eighty simple, short, to intermediate Latin students.
cal/syntactical notes make this text accessible throughout the text.
illustrated by Francis Barlow. Original Bar-
taken from the seventeenth-century edition
features selections from famous English poems inspired by Catullus and comments from noted scholars on the genius of the poet. Includes Carmina 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 31, 45, 51, 65, 70, 72, 75, 76, 85, 86, and 101.

Aesop’s Fables in Latin
Laura Gibbs
Illustrated by Francis Barlow
xxx + 366 pp., 40 illustrations
(2009) 7” x 10” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-695-0 • $34.00

This reader contains eighty simple, short, and witty Aesop’s fables (519 lines) in Latin taken from the seventeenth-century edition illustrated by Francis Barlow. Original Barlow illustrations and Latin proverbs appear throughout the text.

Apuleius
The Metamorphoses, Book 1
James S. Ruebel
xx + 105 pp. (2000) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-484-0 • $22.00

This annotated edition of Book 1 of Apuleius’s novel Metamorphoses exhibits the spontaneity and ebullience of Apuleius’s Latin as well as his ability to engage the reader with a lively story. Same-page vocabulary and grammatical/syntactical notes make this text accessible to intermediate Latin students.

Visit www.BOLCHAZY.com/webinars.aspx for information on free webinars from Bolchazy-Carducci.
This text offers a representative selection of the various types of inscriptions from political manifestos to gladiatorial announcements found in Pompeii and Herculaneum. These inscriptions document aspects of daily life in the first century CE and provide a rare glimpse of everyday Latin. Same-page notes and commentary assist students in reading the Latin text of the inscriptions.

The text includes 53 passages (1,291 lines) spanning the entire epic. Each section features a short introduction, discussion questions, vocabulary and extensive line-by-line notes on facing pages, and a wide variety of illustrative quotations from ancient as well as modern authors.

Well-chosen selections (2,414 lines) and pithy summaries make this text an entertaining and effective learning tool. Thompson has enhanced Ovid’s Latin text with an excellent introduction, line-by-line notes, English summaries for the main sections and a basic vocabulary fold-out page.

The letters of Pliny the Younger contained in this volume (924 lines) provide immediate and advanced Latin students insight into the political and social life of the early imperial period of Rome. Pliny portrays himself as a generous benefactor to his hometown, a supporter of education, and a patron who promotes the political and literary careers of younger men. His correspondence with Trajan, including the emperor’s responses, documents Pliny’s governorship of the province of Bithynia-Pontus. The letters also reveal more personal aspects of his life, including his relationship with his wife, his views on slavery, and his experiences during the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius that killed his uncle, Pliny the Elder.

Same- and facing-page commentary helps students to understand both the Latin text and the political, social, and historical context of the letters. Introductions for each letter guide students in understanding and interpreting the text.

Highly entertaining episodes (901 lines) selected from the Satyricon and a student-friendly format make this book a bestseller.

Menaechmi’s popularity has rested on its broad farcical humor and exuberant dialogue. This edition aims to make a first reading the enjoyable experience it was meant to be.

Forty letters of Seneca in Latin on philosophical and practical topics range from the lofty to the nitty-gritty. Selections are Epistles 1–3, 5–7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 23, 27, 28, 34, 37, 38, 41–44, 47, 50, 52–54, 56, 60–63, 72, 80, 84, 90, 96, 112, 114.

This text makes Seneca’s masterpiece accessible to advanced Latin students. Analysis questions and comments and an updated English translation of Euripides’s Hippolytus for comparison provide a full course unit.

The story of Hypsipyle and the women of Lemnos (Thebaid 5.1–637) makes the perfect introduction to Statius. Notes and vocabulary aids accompany the Latin text (637 lines). Discussion questions support engagement with the text, while Connections to the Aeneid questions help students understand the relationship of the Thebaid to its literary predecessor.

This unique edition introduces students to Latin paleography while they read one of Terence’s most charming plays. It features a reproduction of the Phormio of the Bembinus Manuscript, with each of the 50 pages faced with a transcription to enable students to experience reading a fourth-century manuscript. An edited version of the text is repeated, this time with notes on facing pages.
High-interest graded readings from Books I–VI (1,584 lines) of Livy’s *Ab Urbe Condita*: Romulus and Remus, Cincinnatus, and others. Graded readings progress from paraphrases to authentic Livian passages.

**Rome and Her Kings**

*Livy I: Graded Selections*

C. E. Freeman and W. D. Lowe

110 pp., 2 maps (2000) 5½” x 8½” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-450-5 • $25.00

This graded reader of 610 lines, a reprint of a 1920 Oxford edition, presents connected excerpts from Livy I (*Ab Urbe Condita*). The text enhances progress in reading Latin, strengthens knowledge of grammar and syntax, reinforces grammar through Latin composition, and fosters appreciation of Livy as a prose writer, historian, and moralist.

**Embers of the Ancient Flame**

*Latin Love Poetry Selections from Catullus, Horace, and Ovid*

Carol A. Murphy, Ryan T. Moore, and Daniel G. Thiem

ix + 114 pp., 3 illustrations & 2 maps (2005) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-609-7 • $30.00

A user-friendly text for Catullus, Horace, and Ovid. It features an introduction to each poem, and the Latin text of 32 poems with facing-page grammar and vocabulary notes.

**Little Book of Latin Love Poetry**

John Breuker and Mardah B. C. Weinfield

Student Text: x + 124 pp. (2006) 8½” x 11” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86515-601-1 • $26.00

ISBN 978-0-86516-636-3 • $26.00

This reader (152 lines) introduces intermediate Latin students to Catullus, Horace, and Ovid. It offers a transition to reading these authors by presenting slightly modified versions of poems before the students read the authentic Latin verse as review.

**Medieval Mosaic, Second Edition**

*A Book of Medieval Latin Readings*

A. W. Godfrey, ed.

xxi + 362 pp., 41 illustrations (2016) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-841-1 • $39.00

The new edition features 41 new illustrations and seven new passages, which include readings from *The Passion of the Saints Perpetua and Felicity*, Proba, Ausonius, Claudian, Elpis, Agnes of Assisi, and Constance of Hungary. The passages, complete with notes, are accessible to intermediate Latin students.

**The Other Middle Ages**

*A Medieval Latin Reader*

Kenneth F. Kitchell, Jr.

Student Text: xxvii + 357 pp., 26 illustrations (2016) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-837-4 • $29.00

ISBN 978-0-86516-600-4 • $36.00

*The Other Middle Ages* introduces intermediate Latin students to selections (2,270 lines) that cover all walks of life, from bawdy songs to somber religious rituals, from short anecdotes and fables to excerpts from the bestiary tradition. While some selections have been edited for clarity and length, most are unadapted. Same- and facing-page notes and vocabulary guide students accustomed to classical Latin through reading medieval texts from a wide range of centuries, locations, and genres.

Follow Bolchazy-Carducci on social media for book announcements, author interviews, teaching tips, sales, contests, and more. Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter @BCPublishers.
These readers, written by experts in the field, provide well-annotated Latin selections to be used as authoritative introductions to Latin authors, genres, or topics for intermediate/advanced college Latin students. They each contain approximately 600 lines of Latin, making them ideal to use in combination or as a “shake-it-up” addition to a time-tested syllabus.

Visit www.bolchazy.com/Readers for a complete listing of the selections contained in each reader.
Exam Prep and Classroom Resources

A Roman Map Workbook, 2nd Edition provides a thorough grounding in the geography of the Roman world and makes connections to Roman history and literature. This valuable classroom resource assists students preparing for Certamen competitions and for exams.

To Be a Roman is a richly illustrated indispensable resource for the latest information about the daily life of ancient Romans. Ample exercises of both an objective and creative nature help students prepare for Certamen competitions and for exams.

This workbook is designed to aid advanced students preparing for standardized Latin tests. A complete grammar review and exercises accompany 75 passages from a variety of authors, including Aulus Gellius, Caesar, Catullus, Cicero, Eutropius, Horace, Livy, Lucan, Nepos, Ovid, Pliny, Quintilian, Seneca, and Vergil.

Latin Everywhere, Everyday provides senten-
tiae, abbreviations, and mottos—each including derivatives, engaging information, and exercises. An audio download included with the Teacher’s Manual presents readings from the text.

To Be a Roman offers timeless tales from Hesiod, Homer, Ovid, and other authors. It serves as an indispensable tool for students preparing for myth exams and for Certamen competitions. Multiple exercises and activities keep students engaged. The authors provide a bounty of examples that demonstrate the lasting legacy of the myths in contemporary culture.

Latin Synonyms for Language Lovers is an invaluable resource for those wanting to encourage students to engage with Latin as a living language by speaking, listening, and composing in Latin. This text contains listings of synonyms grouped by English definitions and parts of speech.

Conversational Latin for Oral Proficiency is an excellent dual-language resource for exploring ancient and contemporary topics ranging from the weather to politics—in lively dialogues with authentic Roman expression. Each chapter offers three conversations in varying degrees of difficulty supported by topical vocabulary. Traupman's book provides facing English translation, a comprehensive glossary, and appendices on “Yes and No in Latin,” “Colors and Numbers,” and “Sayings and Proverbs.”

To Be a Roman: Topics in Roman Culture
Margaret Brucia and Gregory Daugherty

Excelability in Advanced Latin
A Workbook for Students
Marianthe Colakis with Gaylan DuBose

Looking at Latin
A Grammar for Pre-College
Anna Andresian

Latin Synonyms for Language Lovers
Christine E. Meyer
Illustrated by Lydia Koller
xi + 264 pp., 22 illustrations (2013) 6” x 9” Paperback, ISBN 978-0-86516-794-0 • $29.00

Conversational Latin for Oral Proficiency
4th Edition
John C. Traupman
Hardbound, ISBN 978-0-86516-645-5 • $55.00
Audio CD, ISBN 978-0-86516-635-6 • $39.00

A Roman Map Workbook
Elizabeth Heimbach

Latin Everywhere, Everyday
A Latin Phrase Workbook
Elizabeth Heimbach, audio by James Chochola

This workbook is designed to aid advanced students preparing for standardized Latin tests. A complete grammar review and exercises accompany 75 passages from a variety of authors, including Aulus Gellius, Caesar, Catullus, Cicero, Eutropius, Horace, Livy, Lucan, Nepos, Ovid, Pliny, Quintilian, Seneca, and Vergil.

Looking at Latin is a complete illustrated grammar reference book for all levels of pre-college Latin, from middle school through high school.

Lessons are designed to cover single topics, which allows for flexibility in the order in which lessons are covered. Abundant color illustrations add personality and humor. A class set of Looking at Latin is a must for every middle and high school Latin classroom.
38 Latin Stories
Anne H. Groton and James M. May
Student Text: vi + 104 pp. (5th edition, 1995) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-289-1 • $19.00
ISBN 978-0-86516-591-5 • $9.00

Originally designed as a supplement to the Latin course by F. M. Wheelock, this book is well suited for use in any introductory or review course. All the stories in the book are based on actual Latin literature, with the stories simplified at first and made gradually more complex as the work progresses. Students will learn how classical Latin was really written as they become familiar with the works of the great Latin authors.

Features • A graded reader provides interesting prose readings from a variety of authors • A list of grammar mastery assumed • A brief introduction sets the context of each reading • A brief introduction sets the context of each reading • Facing vocabulary for each selection • Latin-to-English glossary

Find Them
Latin Verba Mixta for Wheelock’s Latin
Sally Proctor
vi + 54 pp. (2013) 5” x 7¾” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-793-3 • $7.00

Students can challenge their command of common vocabulary and cultural references with puzzles keyed to each of the forty chapters of Wheelock’s Latin. A full answer key is provided. Latin students at any level and using any textbook will enjoy these puzzles.

Wheelock’s Latin GrammarQuick!
Richard A. LaFleur and Brad Tillery
6 (2 sided cards) (2007) 8½” x 11” Laminated Cardstock
ISBN 978-0-86516-666-0 • $13.00

A quick and complete overview of Latin grammar—both forms and usage—on six durable double-sided laminated cards, three-hole punched for easy insertion into notebooks. The cards contain entries arranged by part of speech with summaries of all forms and the commonest syntax, including case uses and subjunctive clauses.

Readings from Wheelock’s Latin
Mark Robert Miner (readings and performances) and Richard A. LaFleur (producer)
Audio download, (2006) zipped MP3 audio files
Product Code: rwd • $43.00

This audio download has recitation in restored classical pronunciation of all vocabulary and paradigms in Wheelock’s Latin, as well as dramatic readings of Sententiae Antiquae and narrative passages, and lively performance of selections from the Loci Antiqui and select Loci Immutati. Students who hear Latin correctly pronounced have an edge in memorization; and listening to dramatic readings increases aural skills.

Cumulative Chapter Vocabulary Lists for Wheelock’s Latin
2nd Edition
Richard A. LaFleur and Brad Tillery
Updated to Coordinate with Wheelock, 7th Edition
iv + 292 pp. (2011) 6” x 8½” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-770-4 • $29.00

These 40 cumulative vocabulary lists for all chapters of Wheelock’s Latin each contain all the words for each chapter as well as for all chapters preceding that one; e.g., the chapter 10 list includes all the words introduced in chapters 1–10. The vocabulary lists are usefully sorted by part of speech; nouns and adjectives are further sorted by declension, and verbs by conjugation. All English meanings are included, as are macrons and accents.

Vocabulary Cards and Grammatical Forms Summary for Wheelock’s Latin
2nd Edition
Richard A. LaFleur and Brad Tillery
Updated to Coordinate with Wheelock, 7th Edition
(2011) 8½” x 11” Paperback
Perforated Sheets (cards = 1½” x 3½”)
ISBN 978-0-86516-771-1 • $35.00

Repetitio est mater memoriae: these vocabulary cards allow students an easy way to memorize Latin vocabulary words as they appear in each chapter of Wheelock’s Latin. Students can memorize Latin to English or English to Latin and use the cards to help them memorize the full lexical forms of the Latin vocabulary words. Also available as a digital download for iPods.

Ecclesiastical, Medieval, and Neo-Latin Sentences
Richard Upsher Smith, Jr.
Student Text: xxii + 336 pp., 8 illustrations (2014)
6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-798-8 • $24.00
6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-836-7 • $19.00

Read theological, biblical, philosophical, and other texts while being introduced to some of the neologisms and new syntax of Ecclesiastical, Medieval, and Neo-Latin.

Features • Appendix I: Some Developments in Latin Grammar Found in Ecclesiastical and Medieval Latin • Appendix II: Brief Biographies of Authors Cited in the Sententiae and Loci • Verba Memoria Comprehendenda (a frequent-word list) • A List of Source Texts Not Included in the Abbreviations • Three Indices

The PERFECT companion to Wheelock’s Latin for readers especially interested in ecclesiastical Latin and as a classroom resource for all teachers who use Wheelock.

–Richard A. LaFleur

A Comprehensive Guide to Wheelock’s Latin
2nd Edition
Dale A. Grote
Updated to Coordinate with Wheelock, 7th Edition
xix + 307 pp. (2011) 6” x 9” Paperback
ISBN 978-0-86516-773-5 • $29.00

This guide expands and explains more fully important grammatical concepts introduced in the Wheelock text. The guide can also be used to review beginning Latin.

Features • Fuller grammatical explanations—to aid comprehension • Useful, short exercises (with answer key)—to clear up confusion fast • Additional etymological information—to help students memorize • Companion website—for pronunciation help, downloadable drill sheets, vocabulary lists, and more!

WHEELOCK’S LATIN IS BETTER THAN EVER! Wheelock’s Latin, 7th Edition retains all of the features that have made it the bestselling single-volume beginning Latin textbook and now includes expanded comments on vocabulary and translation tips • new Latin readings, including Roman graffiti, in every chapter • additional notes on reading passages • new comprehension and discussion questions • new photographs and drawings. Also available: Workbook for Wheelock’s Latin and the intermediate textbook Wheelock’s Latin Reader. Harper Collins Publishers, New York, NY.
**Bolchazy-Carducci Publishers, Inc.**

**Greek**

**Beginning Greek and Transitional Readers**

- *Reading the Gospel of St. Matthew in Greek: A Beginning*
  - N. H. O. Dockwitz
  - ISBN: 978-0-86516-817-6

- *Reading the Gospel of St. Mark in Greek: A Beginning*
  - N. H. O. Dockwitz

- *Plato: A Transitional Reader*
  - Wilfred E. Myrtt & A. P. Bobarts
  - ISBN: 978-0-86516-721-6 (ST)
  - ISBN: 978-0-86516-779-7 (TG)

- *Homer: A Transitional Reader*
  - John H. O’Neil and Timothy F. Winters
  - ISBN: 978-0-86516-780-3 (TG)

**Intermediate and Advanced Greek Texts**

- *Plotinus on Beauty and Reality: A Reader for Emanshekla I and V*
  - ISBN: 978-0-86516-842-8 (ST)

- *Longus’ Daphnis & Chloe*
  - ISBN: 978-0-86516-593-9

- *Meleager: The Poems*

- *Plato Apology*

**New: A Groundbreaking Textbook Now Back in Print**

- *William Sanders Scarborough’s First Lessons in Greek: A Facsimile of the 1881 First Edition*
  - William Sanders Scarborough, Foreword by Ward W. Briggs, Jr.; Introduction by Michele Valerie Ronnick

Ward W. Briggs, Jr., in his foreword, and Michele Valerie Ronnick, in her introduction, provide the historical and intellectual context for this pioneering work written by a nineteenth-century African American classicist. The introductory text includes Greek to English and English to Greek exercises that drill Greek grammar and vocabulary as well as readings from Xenophon’s *Anabasis* and *Memorabilia*.

**Forthcoming: An Accessible Enrichment for Elementary Greek**

- *An Introduction to Greek Inscriptions*
  - Timothy F. Winters

*An Introduction to Greek Inscriptions* enables students of elementary Greek to engage with authentic, unadapted texts through the reading and study of selected inscriptions. The inscriptions are accessible to students as early as the first semester and can serve as enrichment readings for any introductory Greek textbook. Introductions and vocabulary notes for each inscription support student comprehension.
Word Mastery through Derivatives

*Designed for Students of Latin*

Elizabeth Heimbach

- **Student Text:** viii + 163 pp. (2017) 8½” x 11” Paperback
  - ISBN 978-0-86516-853-4 • $24.00
- **Teacher’s Manual:** x + 393 pp. (2017) 8½” x 11” Spiral-bound
  - ISBN 978-0-86516-854-1 • $29.00

This text, designed specifically for students of Latin, organizes English derivatives by topic—two chapters devoted to affixes, twelve chapters presenting special topics like mythology, and eleven chapters featuring grammar-related derivatives like prepositions and deponent verb derivatives.

**Features**
- Twenty-five chapters organized by topic
- Five to eight exercises per chapter
- “Just for fun” activities for each special topic chapter
- Appendices including a list of derivatives broken out by chapter and a list of phrases used in English

NB: The Teacher’s Manual offers pre- and post-tests for every chapter as well as a set of pre- and post-text diagnostic tests!

A Latin Picture Dictionary for Everyone

*Lingua Latina Depicta*

James W. Chochola with Donald E. Sprague
Illustrated by Lydia Koller

- **Student Text:** viii + 205 pp. (2017) 8½” x 11” Paperback
  - ISBN 978-0-86516-749-0 • $22.00
- **Teacher’s Guide:** xiv + 124 pp. (2017) 6” x 9” Paperback
  - ISBN 978-0-86516-855-8 • $19.00

Designed for Latin students, *A Latin Picture Dictionary for Everyone* asks the learner to make a ready connection between an image and its corresponding Latin word. Illustrated exercises provide an opportunity for students to practice with and internalize the Latin vocabulary.

**Features**
- Black-and-white line drawings organized by topic that present everyday objects, activities, and scenes from everyday life in the modern world and in the ancient world
- A set of exercises, of varied complexity, that accompanies each set of illustrations
- Appendices including Pronunciation of Classical Latin, Major Parts of Speech and Their Use, How Latin Words Work: Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, A Grammatical Outline
- A Pictorial Glossary of Additional Latin Vocabulary and Synonyms

---
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This unique text provides a firsthand experience of what was for centuries the universal language of science—Latin. A historical survey sets the context for Latin selections from seventeen authors who wrote in Latin and three whose works were translated into Latin. The anthology presents Latin readings that cover eight subjects from the general knowledge selections of thinkers like Pliny the Elder and Isidore of Seville to writings on chemistry by Georgius Agricola and Andreas Libavius. A brief essay introduces each author while vocabulary, syntax, and contextual notes facilitate reading the Latin passages. Images present the Latin selections as their original readers would have experienced them.

Look for the forthcoming The Latin of Science: A Companion Volume, offering English translations and scientific context for the passages presented in The Latin of Science. Perfect for the dual enrollment class!